Objectives Most published articles are not cited and citation rates depend on many variables. We hypothesized that specific features of journal titles may be related to citation rates. 
Introduction
The number of peer-reviewed scientific publications in the medical literature is continuing to increase. 1 It has previously been reported that across the spectrum of science and social science specialties, more than half of all published articles are never cited by any other paper; this figure being slightly lower for biomedicine but more than 95% for some other disciplines. 2 Clearly, the citation rate of an article depends on a large number of factors including the significance and availability of the journal in which it is published, publication type, its subject, and many other factors. Nevertheless, it has also previously been reported that in some disciplines, law for example, the chance of acceptance of a scientific article by a journal and its citation rate can be mathematically related to certain variables, such as the length of the title and gender of the authors. 3 We hypothesized that similar features might be present in both general and specialist medical literature.
Methods
Using Thompson ISI, 4 accessed May 2009, searches were performed of the Web of Science Database for publications in 2005. The journal title fields included three separate searches for the Lancet, British Medical Journal and Journal of Clinical Pathology, to represent general and specialist clinical medical journals, respectively. For each journal's publications during 2005, lists of the 25 most cited and 25 least cited articles were generated and the titles and number of cites data extracted. Only full articles were included; the study specifically did not include letters, editorial material or single case reports but included primary articles, review articles and metaanalyses. This was to allow comparison of title characteristics for similar article types; the aim of this study was not to compare citation rates for different article types. Title word counts, data regarding title structure and specific title words appearing most frequently in each group were generated and the frequency of these variables compared between groups using Mann-Whitney U test and comparison of proportion tests as appropriate. Power calculation indicated that 25 cases per group would reliably exclude a difference in distribution of word counts between groups of 30% at alpha = 0.05 with a power of 80%.
Results
The top 25 articles in the Lancet (impact factor [IF] = 28. 6 [2007] ) were associated with 240-1075 (median 412) citations compared to 2-12 (median 8) for the lowest cited articles during the same period. The most cited articles were associated with a significantly greater number of words in the title (7 -34 [median 18] compared to 4 -21 [median 9]); median difference 9 words [95% CI 5 -13]; P < 0.0001; Figure 1a ). There was also a significant positive correlation between number of title words and citation rate across this population (rho = 0.62, 2-sided P < 0.0001; Figure 1b ) In addition, acronyms were present in significantly more of the top cited articles, being present in around one-third of titles, compared to the least cited, in which they were not used at all (9 of 25 [36%] versus 0 of 25 [0%] Z = 3.3, P < 0.001). The structure of the title was also significantly different between the groups. Specifically, a title with two components separated by a colon was significantly more common in the well-cited group, being present in more than 70% of titles compared to a minority of titles in the poorlycited group (18 of 25 versus 10 of 25, respectively; Z = 2.3, P = 0.02). Finally, specific words were more common in the well-cited versus the poorlycited groups. Words most often present in wellcited articles included: trial (13), randomized (8), study (5) , cancer (4), survival (3) and risk (3), whereas in the poorly-cited group the most commonly encountered words were child(ren)/infant (5), trial (2), randomized (2), health (2), death (2) and industry (2) . Most dramatically, specific country names were present in nine of the 25 most poorly-cited articles compared to none of the well-cited publications (9/25 versus 0/25; Z = 3.3, P < 0.001).
Similar observations characterized citation patterns in the British Medical Journal (IF = 9.7 [2007] ). The top 25 articles had a citation range of 71-191 (median 96) compared with 1 -5 (median 3) for the bottom 25. The most cited articles had significantly more title words (9 -28 words; median 16) compared with the least cited articles (2-19 words, median 13; p = 0.005). There was a significant positive correlation between the number of words in the title and the number of citations (rho = 0.397, p = 0.004). Papers in the bottom 25 were also significantly more likely to refer to a specific geographic region in the title than the top 25 (10 of 25 [40%] compared with 2 of 25 [8%], respectively; p = 0.02). The proportion of titles that were punctuated by a colon or as two sentences was also greater in the top 25 (22 of 25, 88%) than the bottom 25 (19 of 25, 76%) but this difference did not reach statistical significance. In contrast to the findings from the Lancet, acronyms were rare in both groups in this journal. However, the only paper with an acronym was in the highlycited group. Specific words most commonly used in the most cited articles included: risks (13), review (8) , randomized (7), controlled (7), patients (5), meta-analysis (5), cohort (5), population (3), people (3), obesity (3), doses (3), clinical (3), casecontrol (3) and cancer (3) . The words most commonly used in the least cited articles included: study (9) , survey (6), registration (3), questionnaire (3) and national (3) . Acronyms were present in significantly more of the top cited articles, being present in more than one half of titles, compared to the least-cited, in which they were rarely used (13 of 25 [52%] versus 4 of 25 [16%], Z = 2.7, P = 0.007). A title with two components separated by a colon was present in more well-cited articles (5 of 25 versus 2 of 25, respectively; Z = 1.2, P = 0.2) Finally, specific words most often present in well-cited articles included: cancer (13), expression (9), prognosis/prognostic (4), immunostain* (4) and pathogenesis (2); in the poorly-cited group the most commonly encountered words were: cancer (6), assay (3), development (3), autopsy/postmortem (2) and children/childhood (2). Specific country names were present in two of the 25 most poorly cited articles but none of the well-cited publications.
Discussion
The results of this study have confirmed the hypothesis that certain features related to the title of a scientific article appear to be related to the number of subsequent citations it receives, these data providing potentially useful guidelines for authors of future papers.
In general, there was a strong association between increasing title length and citation rate, with the highest-scoring articles having more than twice as many words in the title than the lowest-cited articles. There are potential confounders that may have contributed to these observations. For example, we have considered the possibility that the characteristics of the title relate to particular fields, e.g. papers in highlycited fields may also tend to have specific title characteristics. As judged by certain title words, some topics would appear more common in highly-cited papers than poorly-cited papers, e.g. the word 'cancer' appears frequently in highlycited papers in the Lancet whereas the word 'children' appears more frequently in poorly-cited papers. However, it seems unlikely that the content of the paper is related in a consistent way to characteristics such as title length. Indeed, the impact of the title occurs in both generalist and specialist journals, which would suggest that some of the effects of title construction are unrelated to the topic of the paper. Almost all literature searches are now carried out by electronic means based on searches of online databases such as PubMed or Web of Science, with many searches restricted to title or keywords only. Therefore, a longer, more comprehensive title is both more likely to contain any given search term and, therefore, be identified, and also if the title provides a clear description of the study or its findings, is also more likely to be identified as relevant on the initial search screening process. Additionally, two further factors appear significantly more likely in well-cited articles; the use of acronyms in the title and the title structure being composed of two phrases or sentences. Again, part of this relationship is likely to be due to confounding factors, such as acronyms being associated with large multicentre trials, but it is also likely that the presence of the acronym itself is beneficial for article recognition in searches, since many researchers may more commonly know or use the acronym than the full name of the gene, product or trial. This is highlighted by a previous study which reviewed all articles that included reference to the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE), in their titles, and suggested that such well-chosen names may increase the recognizability of public health organizations and help to communicate their roles. 5 Specific words encountered within well-cited and poorly-cited article titles also provide some insight into the process, which may be used for identifying studies. Randomized, trial, cancer, survival, expression and prognosis are more commonly encountered in the well-cited group, whereas words such as children, death, autopsy, industry and development are more common in the poorly-cited group. This is likely to be in part because large randomized trials generally provide the best level of evidence for an intervention or treatment so are more likely to be cited, but it also appears that studies perceived as being related to death, specific groups such as children, or development of a technique may suggest that the findings will not be applicable to other studies. The most striking illustration of the effects of title words, however, appears to be the dramatic adverse effect of having a specific country mentioned in the title, this being present in more than one-third of poorly-cited Lancet articles but none of the wellcited articles, despite many of the well-cited group representing specific studies performed in single countries. It is likely that when searching for evidence, many researchers may discount information, which is perceived to only relate to another specific country.
Our results demonstrate the massive variation in citation rates for similar article types even within major journals with high IFs. 6 For example, in the Lancet, for publications in 2005, the most cited primary research paper was cited >1000 times, whereas the least cited primary full paper was cited only three times during the same period, despite both being published in the same journal in the same year. The pattern of discordance in citation rates between well-and poorly-cited articles holds true across specialist journals as well, the main difference being that the absolute citation rate is very much lower for specialist journals. The huge difference in citation rates for articles within a given journal has been previously well-recognized, and it has been suggested that more than 50% of all citations contributing to the IF of a journal are generated by 15% of less of the articles, with some very highlycited articles, but the majority remaining relatively poorly-cited. 6 Furthermore, for any given author there is a poor relationship between the IF of the journal in which an article is published and its future citation rate; simply publishing in a high IF journal does not guarantee subsequent citations. 6 While we are not suggesting that changing the title of an article in isolation will lead to more citations, in practice the importance of article titles is increasing for the following reasons. It is wellestablished that certain specific aspects of an item, advertisement or other object, including the specific words used to describe it, can have a marked effect on its uptake. 7 Furthermore, given that scientific literature searches can now be performed electronically by anyone with access to the Internet via sites such as PubMed or Google Scholar, often using title searches, it is highly likely that the inclusion of these specific title modifications may lead to a greater likelihood that the article is identified and read, and hence cited. This is especially important since it has been previously suggested that many article titles may presently be inaccurate or misleading, 8 and a review of dermatology journals reported that the majority of articles did not report the study design used in the title or abstract. 9 Furthermore, a study which examined specifically the amount of information that needs to be provided by an information retrieval system to assist healthcare practitioners in identifying clinically relevant information and evaluating its strength of evidence reported that while around 90% of article titles are informative enough to classify the publication as clinical and in the area of interest, most are insufficient for further classification of research quality. The authors note that features such as specific title content will become increasingly important with the increasing future use of computerized information retrieval systems supporting small, low-bandwidth handheld computers for use in healthcare settings. 10 
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